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Neutron capture cross section of139La
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The neutron capture cross section of139La has been measured relative to that of197Au by means of the
activation method. The sample was irradiated in a quasistellar neutron spectrum forkT525 keV generated via
the 7Li( p,n)7Be reaction with the proton energy adjusted 30 keV above the threshold. Maxwellian averaged
neutron capture cross sections were calculated for energieskT55 –100 keV. The new value forkT
530 keV is found to be 31.660.8 mb, 18% lower and considerably less uncertain than the previously rec-
ommended value of 38.462.7 mb. With these results thes- and r-process components could be more accu-
rately determined, making lanthanum a reliables- and r-process indicator in stellar spectroscopy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stellar nucleosynthesis models have been steadily
proving since the concept of neutron capture reactions
stars as the origin of the heavy elements was establishe
Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler, and Hoyle@1# and Cameron@2#
four and a half decades ago. By postulating thes process as
a sequence of neutron captures occurring on a slower
scale than the typical half-lives forb decay of unstable nu
clides along thes path, this concept of the canonicals pro-
cess has had a great deal of success in reproducing the
serveds-process abundances in the universe. Current mod
which have been built from the groundwork set forth
these seminal works, are moving ever closer to deciphe
the physical conditions durings-process nucleosynthesis th
occurs in thermally pulsing asymptotic giant branch~AGB!
stars@3#.

Isotopes with closed neutron shells, known as the neu
magic isotopes, are of special importance in thes-process
reaction chain. Because of their very low (n,g) cross sec-
tions, they act as bottlenecks in the chain of neutron cap
reactions, in particular at neutron numbersN550, 82, and
126. Though difficult to measure, an accurate assessme
the cross sections at magic neutron numbers is importan
the quantitative interpretation of the bottleneck effect
these regions. There are two main aspects of this eff
given as follows.

~i! These isotopes build up to large abundances, which
more easy to observe by stellar spectroscopy. Since t
large s abundances dominate the respectiver-process com-
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ponents, they are therefore considereds-process indicators.
~ii ! They also determine the shape of the overalls-process

abundance distribution, which allows one to constrain
characteristic parameters of the stellars-process site.

As far as the first aspect is concerned, lanthanum has
advantage that it is practically monoisotopic, since the s
ond stable isotope138La contributes less than 0.1%. Henc
the solars-process abundance of lanthanum can be defi
by an accurate capture cross section of139La. Subtracting the
s component from the total solar abundance will then a
provide a reliabler-process abundance fraction, which is r
quired, e.g., for characterizing the element patterns obse
in very metal-poor stars@4#. On the spectroscopical side, L
is well suited for studying the composition of stars whi
exhibit eithers- or r-process enhanced atmospheres. This
true because La exhibits many clear but unsaturated spe
lines, for which accurate oscillator strengthsg f have been
reported recently@5#. On one hand, lanthanum is a
s-process indicator of theN582 abundance peak, and repr
sents together with barium, cerium, praseodymium, a
neodymium the so-calledheavy-s ~hs! elements. Compared
to the l ight-s or ‘‘ls’’ component, usually expressed by th
strontium, yttrium, and zirconium abundances, the ls/hs ra
provides a measure of the total neutron exposure chara
izing the heavy element abundance distributions produce
differents-enhanced stars. On the other hand, lanthanum
comes also the best indicator of ther process in metal-poo
stars, which prevail at times when low-mass stars have
had time to evolve up to the AGB phase and to pollute
interstellar medium withs-process material. In these case
the heavy elements show only theirr-process component.

Since europium represents an element with domina
r-process abundances, the lanthanum/europium ratio
vides a measure of thes- and r- process components in un
evolved halo stars in the range22,@Fe/H#,21, showing
the transition between ther and thes process in the galaxy
@6#. ~The spectroscopic notation is defined as@Fe/H#
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5 log(Fe/H)-log(Fe/H)(.) Because of the difference in tim
scales of thes process, which is ascribed to He burning
slowly evolving low-mass stars, and ther process, which is
ascribed to the supernova explosions of quickly evolv
massive stars, thes/r ratio is an important key to understan
ing galactic chemical evolution of the heavy elements. B
sides La, barium is also used to determine the hs compo
but barium lacks the advantage of being~nearly! monoiso-
topic such as lanthanum. Though easily observed spec
scopically, the analysis of the Ba lines suffers from saturat
effects, hyperfine splitting, and uncertaing f values.

An example of these difficulties is the analysis of the ve
metal-poor star HD 140283 with@Fe/H#522.4. From the
spectroscopic analysis of the line at 455.4 nm, its isoto
pattern of barium was first interpreted to exhibit a solars
1r ) composition@7#, but then recently recognized as bein
of purer-process origin@8#. Since it can be easily identifie
even in faint objects, lanthanum is a preferable alternativ
use in such studies of thes/r ratio in old, metal-poor stars.

The importance of the second aspect refers, for exam
to the average time-integrated neutron flux of the m
s-process component, which describes the heavys-process
abundances in the mass range 90<A<209 @9,10#. Of the
isotopes with magic neutron number 82, only the effect
142Nd has been studied in sufficient detail@11#. A similar
bottleneck effect in this mass region may also result from
improved 139La cross section.

In spite of the spectroscopic advantages of lanthanum
key element for characterizing both thes process and ther
process in different classes of stars, the required accurac
its neutron capture cross section is not adequately met a
present. The previously reported Maxwellian averaged cr
sections atkT530 keV show large discrepancies, with va
ues ranging from 11.6@12# to 50 mb @13#. This work is
aimed at measuring the139La capture cross section with th
necessary accuracy for a quantitative assessment of
physical conditions during nucleosynthesis in this import
part of thes-process path. The following sections descri
the measurement of the capture cross section of139La ~Sec.
II ! and the data analysis procedure~Sec. III!. Results and
astrophysical implications are discussed in Secs. IV and
respectively.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The activation measurement on139La was carried out a
the Karlsruhe 3.7-MV pulsed Van de Graaff accelerator. T
neutron spectrum was produced via the7Li( p,n)7Be reac-
tion by bombarding a 30-mm-thick metallic lithium target of
6 mm diameter with protons of 1911 keV, 30 keV above t
reaction threshold. The resulting neutron spectrum is a c
tinuous distribution in neutron energy and has a high ene
cutoff at En5106 keV. The reaction kinematics restrict th
emitted neutrons to a forward cone with an opening angle
120°. The angle integrated spectrum peaks at 30 keV
nearly reproduces a Maxwellian neutron spectrum with
thermal energy ofkT52560.5 keV @14#. Hence, the reac
tion rate measured in such a spectrum represents the p
stellar cross section to very good approximation.
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The samples were 7-mm-diameter disks that were
from a metallic lanthanum foil of natural composition. Th
use of an additional lanthanum oxide sample was tur
down, since the oxide (La2O3) and the hydroxide
(La@OH#3) form white powders, which makes it difficult to
define the stoichiometry and thus the mass of lanthanum
the sample. Lanthanum is known to oxidize quickly in a
Therefore, the sample was polished and stored in
argon atmosphere in order to remove and prevent sur
impurities.

For the irradiation, the lithium target was evaporated o
a 1-mm-thick, water cooled copper backing. The sample w
then placed in close geometry with the lithium target su
that the entire sample was inside the neutron cone. Du
the irradiation, lanthanum was again kept in an argon-fil
container to prevent any oxidation during the experiment t
may lead to sample deterioration and deformation. The m
surement was carried out relative to197Au as a standard. To
accomplish this, the sample was sandwiched between
gold foils, each having a diameter of 7 mm as well. Throug
out the activation, the neutron yield was continuously mo
tored and recorded with a6Li-glass detector positioned 9
cm away from the target along the beam axis. The moni
ing is needed in order to later correct for fluctuations of t
neutron fluence~Sec. III!.

The measurement consisted of three activations, there
allowing the experimental parameters to be varied. The i
diation times ranged from 17 to 47 h, and the measur
times varied between 10 and 24 h. The most important
rameter that was varied was the positioning of the gold fo
relative to the lanthanum sample. This parameter is cha
terized by the flux divergence, which is calculated as
difference in the flux measured by the two gold foils divid
by the average flux~Sec. III!. The reason for varying the
irradiation parameters was to study their effects on the m
surement and the associated errors. The parameters o
irradiations are listed in Table I.

Following the irradiations, the induced activities of th
gold foils and of the La sample were counted in a low ba
ground environment, using a 39-cm3 high-purity Ge detector
in a well defined geometry. The sample-detector distance
76 mm was reproducible within60.1 mm. Figure 1 shows
the g-ray spectrum emitted by the lanthanum sample dur
the 22 h measuring time following activation LA3. All fea
tures present in the diagram are attributed to the deca
140La, and the fourg-ray lines used in the analysis are ind
cated. Table II lists the decay parameters of these four lin

TABLE I. Summary of irradiation parameters.

Mass Irradiation time Measuring time
Flux

divergencea

Activation ~mg! ~h! ~h! ~%!

LA1 12.40 22 24 20.5
LA2 11.92 47 10 11.2
LA3 12.63 17 22 2.9

aCalculated as the difference in the flux measured by the two g
foils divided by the average flux.
1-2
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NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS SECTION OF139La PHYSICAL REVIEW C68, 035801 ~2003!
as well as the parameters of theg-ray line used to analyze
the gold foils.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The net countsCg registered in the Ge detector for
given characteristicg-ray line can be expressed as

Cg5AKgegI g f wf mSg , ~1!

whereA denotes the total number of activated nuclei at
end of irradiation,Kg the correction factor forg-ray self-
absorption,eg the efficiency of the Ge detector, andI g the
g-ray intensity per decay. The time factorsf w5e2ltw and
f m5(12e2ltm), as discussed by Beer and Ka¨ppeler @15#,
account for the fraction of nuclei that decay during the wa
ing time tw after irradiation and during the measurement tim
tm ; l is the decay constant of the respective product nucle
Sg is the correction factor corresponding to the summ
effects in the Ge crystal.

The corrections forg-ray self-absorptionKg were calcu-
lated with the absorption coefficients of Storm and Isr
@16# listed in Table III. The correction factor for the summin
effect in the Ge detector,Sg , was explored by means o
Monte Carlo simulations using theGEANT4 toolkit @17#. For
this purpose the Ge crystal, with its dead layers and alu
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FIG. 1. Theg-ray spectrum emitted by the lanthanum sam
after irradiation as measured by a germanium detector. The l
used in the analysis are indicated in the plot. Details of the irra
tions are described in the text.

TABLE II. Decay properties of the product nuclei.

Product Half-life g-ray energya Intensity per decaya

nucleus ~d! ~keV! ~%!

140La 1.678160.0003 328.76 20.360.3
487.02 45.560.6
815.77 23.360.2

1596.2 95.461.5

198Au 2.695260.0002 411.80 95.660.1

aData extracted from the NUDAT database, version 2002@30#.
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num housing, together with the lead shield and sam
holder was carefully modeled. Monoenergeticg rays corre-
sponding to the four transitions under investigation were fi
generated in separate runs at the sample position and
energy deposited in the Ge crystal was histogrammed.
complex decay scheme of the140Ce levels was considered
including all transitions with intensities higher than 1%@18#.
The summing correction factor for eachg transition was
obtained by comparing the intensity of the line in the m
noenergetic simulated spectrum to that in the complex de
spectrum. In all cases, the total number of generated ev
was 108. As expected, the summing effects were found to
small because of the small solid angle subtended by the
tector. The summing corrections are given in Table III.

The total number of activated nucleiA is given by

A5F totNs f b , ~2!

whereF tot5*F(t)dt is the time-integrated neutron flux,N
the number of sample atoms per cm2, and s the spectrum
averaged neutron capture cross section. The correction fa
f b accounts for the variation of the neutron flux with tim
and corrects for the decay during activation@15#. The neu-
tron flux is determined by the activation in the gold foils o
both sides of the lanthanum sample via Eq.~2!. The refer-
ence value chosen for the197Au cross section was 586
68 mb, which was measured by Ratynski and Ka¨ppeler@14#
using the same neutron spectrum. By averaging the indu
activities of the gold foils, one is able to correct for targ
geometry, neutron scattering, and self-shielding. By comb
ing Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, and using the average neutron flu
through the gold foils, one can calculate the sample cr
sectionsexp.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The final 139La(n,g)140La cross section was adopted fro
the result of the third activation with the smallest systema
uncertainty:sexpt.533.260.7 mb. Throughout the analysis
the four strongest lines~Table II! of the decay of140La were
studied. Though their intensities were found to be perfec
consistent with each other, only the line at 487 keV w
considered for the final analysis. This line was chosen
cause it is the closest in energy to the 411.8-keV line of g
that was used to determine the neutron flux, and there
any systematic deviation in the efficiency calibration of t

es
-

TABLE III. Compilation of calculated correction factors.

Nucleus g-ray energy Summing correction Self-absorptio
~keV! factor factor

140La 328.76 0.9824 0.997
487.02 0.9898 0.998
815.77 0.9997 0.999

1596.2 0.9944 0.999
198Au 411.80 1.0000 0.995
1-3
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Ge detector would have the smallest effect on the calcula
of the cross section.

The experimental uncertainties are summarized in Ta
IV. The values listed for lanthanum are specific to the 48
keV line, but the uncertainties are representative of all
lines studied. For a comparison, Table V shows the compu
cross sections that were calculated using each of the
lines in theg-ray spectrum following the third activation
Also listed are the cross sections that resulted from the an
sis of the 487-keV line in theg-ray spectra of the first two
irradiations.

Besides the gold cross section, another significant un
tainty arises from the detector efficiency. This uncertai
was calculated from the error band of the fitted detector
ficiency, and is limited by the activity uncertainties of th
calibration sources. The uncertainties introduced by the r
tive g-ray intensities are also significant. This contributi
might be reduced by future improvements of these valu
The uncertainty in neutron flux at the position of the sam
was estimated to be 25% of the difference between the
flux values measured with the gold foils. In the first tw
activations, it was found that this error dominated the ove

TABLE IV. Compilation of uncertainties.

Source of uncertainty Uncertainty~%!

Au La

Gold cross sectiona 1.5
Sample thickness 0.1 0.2
Time factorsf w , f m , f b Negligible Negligible
Counting Statisticsb 0.5 0.4
Self-absorptionb ,0.05 ,0.03
Detector efficiency ratiob 1.4
g-ray intensity per decayb 0.5 1.3
Divergence of neutron fluxc 0.7
Combined total uncertainties 2.2

aThe uncertainty of the gold reference cross section is not inclu
in the final uncertainty since it cancels out in most applications
relevance for nuclear astrophysics.
bThe uncertainties are specific to the 411.8 and 487.0 keVg-ray
lines of gold and lanthanum, respectively.
cEstimated as 25% of the flux difference measured with the
gold foils.

TABLE V. Cross sections obtained in activations 1–3 and
analyzing the differentg-ray lines measured in activation 3.

Activation g-ray energy Cross section
~keV! ~mb!

LA1 487.02 35.361.9
LA2 487.02 33.361.2
LA3 487.02 33.260.7a

LA3 328.76 33.160.9
LA3 815.77 32.660.7
LA3 1596.80 32.460.9

aAdopted cross section~see text!.
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uncertainty. Therefore, in the third activation, the gold fo
were placed as close to the sample as possible to reduc
difference in flux between the gold foils and correspondin
the associated uncertainty. The uncertainties in the time
tors, which would arise from the uncertainties in the ha
lives of the product nuclei and in the waiting and measur
times, were negligible.

The results obtained in the different activations and fro
analyzing the variousg-ray lines of 140La are well compat-
ible with the uncertainties listed in Table IV, thus confirmin
that systematic effects had been properly corrected.

In an astrophysical environment the neutron spectrum c
responds to a Maxwellian energy distribution

F;Ene2En /kT. ~3!

Since the experimental neutron spectrum is similar in sh
to a Maxwellian distribution withkT525 keV, the measured
cross section represents a good approximation for this t
mal energy. But because139La is a neutron magic nucleus
the energy dependence of its neutron capture cross se
may well be different from that of the gold standard. In th
case a correction for the cutoff energy in the experimen
spectrum at 106 keV@14# has to be applied before the cro
section can be used in an astrophysical context. The first
was to normalize the cross section provided online by
NEA Joint Evaluated Project in the Joint Evaluated F
~JEF! @19# to the present result. The evaluated cross sec
was preferred over the statistical model calculation used
Ref. @20# since it considered the available experimental
formation on the energy dependence explicitly. To obtain
Maxwellian averaged cross section^sv&/vT , the normalized
cross section vs neutron energy was folded with a Maxw
ian distribution according to the definition

^sv&
vT

5
2

Ap

E
0

`

s~En!Ene2En /kTdEn

E
0

`

Ene2En /kTdEn

, ~4!

wheres(En) is the differential cross section andEn the neu-
tron energy@14#.

Assuming a 10% uncertainty for the corresponding c
rection, one obtainŝsv&/vT535.760.8 mb for the Max-
wellian average atkT525 keV.

Starting from this result, the normalized cross section c
now be used for determining the Maxwellian averages
the entire range ofs-process scenarios, covering the tempe
ture range from a few keV up to 100 keV. This wide range
temperatures@20# is required for describing all possible sc
narios, including the advanced hydrostatic nucleosynth
phases in massive stars and the explosive nucleosynth
taking place during a supernova explosion@21#. The tem-
peratures typical of the mains-process component, relate
to He shell burning in thermally pulsing low-mass AG
stars, are particularly important in this respect@22–24#
~see Sec. V!.

The Maxwellian averaged cross sections are given in c
umn 2 of Table VI. In order to calculate the respective u

d
f

o
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certainties, one would need the error in the differential cr
section, which is not provided in the evaluation@19#. There-
fore, any additional errors are omitted except for the 25-k
value and for the value at 30 keV, which is commonly us
for comparison of astrophysical (n,g) rates. For the extrapo
lation from 25 to 30 keV an additional systematic uncertai
of 1.2% was considered. In column 3 of Table VI we ha
listed the Maxwellian averaged cross sections obtained w
the temperature trend from the statistical model codeNON-

SMOKER @25# as quoted in Ref.@20#. Both trends deviate
from a 1/v behavior, which would predict a Maxwellian av
eraged cross section atkT55 keV of 80 mb, whereas the
JEF evaluation and the statistical model yield 104 mb and
mb, respectively.

The calculated Maxwellian averaged cross section atkT
530 keV is 31.660.8 mb, significantly smaller than the re
ommended value of 38.462.7 mb@20# adopted from an ear
lier activation@26#. Compared with other previous measur
ments, the present result is found in agreement with,
much more precise than, the 2863.1 mb value reported in
Ref. @27#. Of the rather uncertain experimental results
ported prior to 1980, only the 26.568 mb value of Ref.@28#
is compatible with the present value, while no agre
ment within the uncertainties is found in the remaini
cases@13,12,29#.

V. ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS

With the present Maxwellian averaged cross sections
139La, ans-process analysis has been performed using ste
models for thermally pulsing low-mass AGB stars@22#. This
scenario describes the mains component in the mass rang
90,A,204 and is characterized by the subsequent op
tion of two neutron sources during a series of helium sh
flashes. First, the13C(a,n)16O reaction occurs under radia
tive conditions during the intervals between convective th
mal pulses. While the13C reaction provides most of the neu

TABLE VI. Maxwellian averaged139La cross sections.

^sv&/vT(mb)a

Thermal energy
~keV!

Temperature trend
from Ref. @19#

Temperature trend
from Ref. @20#

5 104.0 96.1
8 76.3 70.1
10 65.8 60.4
15 50.0 47.6
20 41.3 40.8
23 37.7 37.5
25 35.760.8 35.760.8
30 31.660.8 32.6
40 26.0 28.1
50 22.4 25.5
60 19.8 23.8
80 16.3 22.1
100 14.1 20.4

aBased on the experimental result of this work.
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tron exposure at low temperatures (kT;8 keV) and low
neutron densities (nn<107 cm23), the resulting abundance
are modified by a second burst of neutrons from
22Ne(a,n)25Mg reaction, which is marginally activated du
ing the next convective instability, when high peak neutr
densities ofnn>1010 cm23 are reached atkT;23 keV. Al-
though this second neutron burst accounts only for a
percent of the total neutron exposure, it is essential for
justing the final abundance patterns of thes-process branch-
ings. However, since139La is an unbranched isotope with
comparably small cross section, it is only marginally affect
by the small exposure contributed by the22Ne neutron
source, and its abundance changes only by a few per
during this high temperature phase.

AGB models were found to exhibit remarkably simila
conditions for a range of stellar masses (1.5<M /M (<3)
and metallicities (20.4<@Fe/H#<0). The actual efficiency
for neutron capture nucleosynthesis depends on metalli
on the choice of the amount of13C that is burnt, and on its
profile in the intershell region, i.e., what has become kno
as the13C pocket@3#. Since the formation of this pocket i
difficult to describe in a self-consistent way, current calcu
tions of AGB nucleosynthesis have still to be based on
plausible parametrization. The calculations@11# and their
present update based on the new La cross sections ref
the average of models for 1.5M ( and 3M ( , a metallicity
0.5Z( , and the standard13C pocket@3,24#, which has been
shown to match the solar mains-process component fairly
well.

The main result of the new cross sections is that ths
component of the lanthanum abundance predicted by th
calculations increases from 62% to 73%. This implies t
lanthanum is an even betters-process indicator than ha
originally been thought. It was found that the improved cro
section affected only the abundance of139La itself without
any noticeable effect on the abundances of the follow
isotopes in the neutron capture chain, in contrast to a fea
observed for the case of142Nd @11#.

The calculateds component of139La exhibits a clear de-
pendence on the different choices of the temperature tre

TABLE VII. s-process yields andr-process residuals.

Isotope Abundance~relative to Si5106)
Solar s process r process

133Cs 3.7231021 5.393102267.0% 3.183102166.7%
135Ba 2.9631021 7.753102267.1% 2.193102168.9%
137Ba 5.0431021 3.303102167.3% 1.7431021623.0%
139Laa 4.4631021 3.26Ã10À1Á2.7% 1.20Ã10À1Á10.4%
139Lab 2.773102167.3% 1.6931021613.1%
141Pr 1.6731021 8.133102262.7% 8.573102265.3%
143Nd 1.0031021 3.163102261.9% 6.843102262.1%
145Nd 6.8731022 1.893102261.7% 4.983102261.9%
147Sm 3.9931022 8.253102361.7% 3.173102261.7%

aThis experiment.
bObtained with previous139La cross section@11#.
1-5
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of the Maxwellian averaged cross sections. If the Maxwe
ian averaged cross sections listed in column 3 of Table VI
used in the stellar model calculations, thes-component of the
lanthanum abundance increases to 77%. This 4% differe
is due to the different cross section shape vs neutron en
obtained with the JEF evaluation@19# and with the one pro-
vided by the statistical model@20#. This remaining discrep-
ancy calls for an accurate measurement of the differen
cross section, which is currently planned at the n-TOF fa
ity at CERN via the time-of-flight method. This project wil
complement the present activation measurement to pro
more complete data for an accurate assessment of the M
wellian averaged cross sections at all relevants-process
temperatures.

From the reviseds abundance of139La the corresponding
improvement of ther-process contribution can be defined
the difference from the solar abundance,Nr5N(2Ns . This
expression, which neglects a possible but, in this mass
gion, smallp-process contribution, was used to obtain thr
abundances of the odd isotopes in the mass region aro
139La listed in Table VII. The corresponding plot~Fig. 2!
illustrates that the newr abundance of139La fits the smooth

FIG. 2. Ther residuals in theA5139 mass region. The new
result for 139La ~solid square! is in better agreement with th
smooth trend of the neighboring odd isotopes than the prev
139La value.
d

en
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c
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trend of the neighboring isotopes much better than the p
vious value.

In terms of the classicals-process approach, the prese
result would imply an increase of the solars component of
139La to slightly more than 100% compared with the 83
obtained with the previous value@11#. This solution is clearly
ruled out, since it contradicts any plausibler-process
expectation.

VI. SUMMARY

The stellar neutron capture cross section of139La has
been measured via the activation method for 25 keV ther
energy. In total, three activations were performed to ver
the corrections for various systematic uncertainties, thus p
viding a much better accuracy in the determination of
Maxwellian averaged cross section with a four times sma
uncertainty than that assigned to the previously reco
mended value@20#. The present result allowed us to resol
the persisting discrepancy in the data reported from differ
experiments. Based on the updated cross section, thes abun-
dance component of139La could be determined with a
clearly improved accuracy of 3%. Consequently, ther com-
ponent can be defined with an uncertainty of 10% althou
its relative contribution was considerably reduced. This
sult makes lanthanum an even betters- andr-process indica-
tor for stellar spectroscopy, defining ther-process abundanc
patterns in old, metal-poor stars in the transition fromr- to
s-process enrichments during galactic evolution and c
straining the neutron exposures reflected in spectroscopic
servations of carbon-rich ands-enhanced evolved stars.
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